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“The only thing that 
interferes with my 

learning is my 
education.” 

Albert Einstein

An Opening Thought:
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THE MONTILLATION OF TRAXOLINE

It is very important to learn about traxoline. 
Traxoline is a new form of zionter. It is 
montilled in Ceristanna. The Ceristannians 
gristerlate large amounts of fervon and then 
bracter it to quasel traxoline. Our zionter 
lescelidge may make traxoline one of our most 
lukizes snezlaus.



THE MONTILLATION AND USES OF 
TRAXOLINE

QUIZ:

1. What is traxoline?

2. Where is it 
montilled?

3. How is traxoline 
quaseled?

4. Why is traxoline 
important?
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LEARNING GOALS FOR THIS 

SESSION:

1. Explore why it’s important for learners to 

develop BOTH a deep foundation of factual 

knowledge AND strong conceptual 

framework.

2. Briefly explore transfer of knowledge and 

how difficult it is to do. 

3. Consider how pedagogy, especially in 

science, can utilize evidence-based 

principles of human learning.

Both available for 
free download at 
http://nap.edu

http://nap.edu/


Adopted from How People Learn, & Chase  & Simon 1973

The value of conceptual frameworks vs. 
knowledge alone:

The chessboard challenge:

Board 1



Can you correctly place the chess pieces?
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Board #2



Board #2Board #1



Will the results for the second board 
be the same as for the first board?

A Yes

B No



Board #2
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The Nature of Expertise:
Knowledge Acquisition & Organization

Research with experts & novices reveals marked 

differences in the way they store, and apply 

knowledge:

• Experts have a rich knowledge base 
that is hierarchically organized.

• Experts notice and remember large 
amounts of complex information in 
their domain of expertise after short 
exposures to a new situation.









Seeing the framework in the material 
can make learning easier and more 
effective.



Build BOTH

Factual
knowledge

Conceptual
framework



Being an expert in a topic does not imply that one will also 
be effective in teaching that topic. Expertise in teaching 
that topic is also needed (pedagogical content knowledge)

Teaching the content of a discipline without helping 
learners to organize that content is not optimal. 

Procedures and equations used to solve problems in 
science & math are important but also important are the 
underlying principles and concepts of those equations and 
how and where they can be applied. 

Implications for Teaching



Focus on Learning vs. Teaching



Benjamin S. Bloom Taxonomy of educational objectives. Published by Allyn and Bacon, 
Boston, MA. Copyright (c) 1984 by Pearson Education.

Higher order cognitive skills

(HOCS)

Lower order cognitive skills

(LOCS)

Bloom’s Taxonomy 

A Tool for Classifying Cognition



4 Strands of Scientific Proficiency

• Know, use and interpret 
scientific explanations of 
the natural world.

• Generate and evaluate 
scientific evidence and 
explanations.

• Understand the nature and 
development of scientific 
knowledge.

• Participate productively in 
scientific practices and 
discourse. 

National Research Council (2007)
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Transfer of 
Knowledge



EXAMPLE:

A general wishes to capture a fortress in the 

center of a country.  There are many roads 

radiating outward from the fortress.  All roads 

have been mined so that while small groups of 

soldiers can pass over the  roads safely, a 

large force will detonate the mines.  A full-scale 

direct attack is therefore impossible.  The 

general’s solution is to divide the army into 

small groups, send each to the head of a 

different road, and have the groups converge 

simultaneously on the fortress.
(Modified from How People Learn)



You are a doctor faced with a patient who has a 
malignant tumor in the stomach.  It is impossible to 
operate on the patient, but unless the tumor is 
destroyed, the patient will die.  There is a kind of ray that 
may be used to destroy the tumor.  If the rays reach the 
tumor all at once and with sufficient high intensity, the 
tumor will be destroyed, but surrounding tissue may be 
damaged as well.  At lower intensities, the rays are 
harmless to healthy tissue, but they will not affect the 
tumor either.  What type of procedure might be used to 
destroy the tumor with the rays, and at the same time 
avoid destroying the healthy tissue?

Few college students could solve the second problem on their own.  
When told to use information from first, >90% were able to solve it.



The more that one knows about a topic, 
the easier it is to learn more about that 
topic.

Transfer can be facilitated by knowing the 
multiple contexts under which an idea 
applies (rote learning rarely transfers.)

However, expertise in one area does not 
necessarily transfer to other areas. 



New learning depends on previous learning and previous 
learning often interferes with what an instructor may be 
trying to teach (pre- or misconceptions).

Transfer of Learning and Previous Learning:
Conceptions/Misconceptions/Preconceptions



Lionni’s Fish is Fish 



The Fish’s Image of Birds



The Fish’s Image of Cows



The Fish’s Image of People



Young children who believe the earth is flat….

Physics students who assume “force of the hand” 
when a ball is thrown into the air

Biology students who believe that evolution 
occurred in the past but is not occurring now

Peoples’ beliefs about seasons -- distance from sun 
not tilt

Analogs to the Fish is Fish Story:



METACOGNITION

“Metacognition refers to people’s abilities to predict 
their performances on various tasks… and to monitor 
their current levels of mastery and understanding.” (How 
People Learn, Volume 1, page 12)

Transfer of learning can be facilitated by people become 
more aware of themselves as learners and who learn to 
monitor their own learning and performance strategies.

They need to be provided with opportunities to practice 
problem solving, and ongoing feedback and support to 
monitor progress in learning (i.e., formative 
assessments).



Applying the Science of Learning 
to the Real World 

Practical Implications for Learners 
During and Following Formal 

Education
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•Audio-visual
•Demonstration
•Discussion
•Lecture
•Practice
•Reading
•Active Teaching

Science of Learning

Source: Tokuhama-Espinosa, T. 2009. The New Science of Teaching and Learning: 
Using the Best of Mind, Brain, and Education Science in the Classroom. Teachers College Press



•Audio-visual
•Demonstration
•Discussion
•Lecture
•Practice
•Reading
•Active Teaching
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20th Century 21st Century

1 – 2 Jobs 10 – 15 Jobs

Critical Thinking 
Across 

Disciplines

Integration of 21st 

Century Skills into
Subject Matter 

Mastery

Mastery of
One Field

Subject
Matter

Mastery

Number of
Jobs:

Job
Requirement:

Teaching
Model:

Subject
Matter

Mastery

Integration of 21st

Century Skills into
Subject Matter

Mastery

Assessment
Model:

Why 21st Century Skills?A Shifting Job Market

Courtesy of Linda Froschauer
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Instead of beginning (and, all too often, 
ending) with test scores, we should begin by 
considering the kinds of minds that we want 

to cultivate in our education system.

My own reflections suggest that in the future, 
we need to cultivate five kinds of minds if we 
want to be successful as a nation and, more 
important, as a world. Those minds include: 

Howard Gardner, “Beyond the Herd Mentality: The Minds That We Truly Need in the Future.”
Ed Week, 9/14/05, http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2005/09/14/03gardner.h25.html

http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2005/09/14/03gardner.h25.html


• A disciplined mind,
that can think well and appropriately in the major disciplines; 

• A synthesizing mind, 
that can sift through a large amount of information, decide what 
is important, and put it together in ways that make sense for 
oneself and for others; 

• A creative mind, 
that can raise new questions, come up with novel solutions, think 
outside the box; 

• A respectful mind, 
that honors the differences among individuals and groups, and 
tries to understand them and work productively with them; and 

• An ethical mind, 
that thinks, beyond selfish interests, about the kind of worker one 
aspires to be, and the kind of citizen that one should be.

Howard Gardner, “Beyond the Herd Mentality: The Minds That We Truly Need in the Future.”
Ed Week, 9/14/05, http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2005/09/14/03gardner.h25.html

http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2005/09/14/03gardner.h25.html


“The only thing that 
interferes with my 

learning is my 
education.” 

“Education is what 
remains after one has 

forgotten everything he 
learned in school.”

Albert Einstein

In Closing:
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Thank you!





Applying these Principles 
to Teaching and Learning 

in the Classroom:
Backward Design



Standard course planning

Choose textbook


Create syllabus


Write/revise lectures, notes


Prepare PowerPoint /lecture 
presentations



Write exams

Instructor-centered



Adapted from Wiggins and McTighe (1998)

General 
Learning  

Goals

Measurable
Objectives

Summative 
Assessment

(Exams)

Formative 
Assessment
(Instruction)

An Alternative Approach 
that is Student Centered 

is

Backward Design



Goals Which Are Usually Not Measurable
“Understand”

“Appreciate” 

“Think Critically”

Objectives Which Are Measurable
“Use”

“Graph” 

“Design”


